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Week 4 Review
Last week we learned You should know...

What is web design 
workflow?

The processes that product teams use to complete a project. 
Typical steps are Understand User Needs, Define the Problem, 
Ideate, Design, Develop, Test and then Redefine, Reiterate.

Roles are on the web 
design team

There are lots of different roles, from product and project 
management to front-end interface design, research, visual 
design and content management.

Types of web design 
processes

Waterfall (fixed process, heavy documentation), Agile (flexible, 
collaborative teams, minimal documentation and Lean 
(experiment based, fast sprints)

Tools for Mapping 
Workflow

Kanban (To Do, Doing, Done), Gantt Charts (task and 
dependency mapping against an overall project schedule)



Week 5
This week we will learn

● Web Page Layout
● Introduction to CSS

○ Classes
○ Inline, Internal, External
○ CSS Box Model

Handout: CSS Cheatsheet



Introduction to CSS



Cheat Sheets
Stanford CSS Cheat Sheets describes common CSS styles:
https://web.stanford.edu/group/csp/cs21/csscheatsheet.pdf

W3Schools.com CSS Tutorial:
https://www.w3schools.com/css/default.asp

Cheat sheet handouts are located in the Class Folder:
http://bit.ly/COMD2451-Class-Folder

https://web.stanford.edu/group/csp/cs21/csscheatsheet.pdf
https://www.w3schools.com/css/default.asp
http://bit.ly/COMD2451-Class-Folder


What is CSS?
CSS means Cascading Style Sheet. 

CSS is a language that describes the style of an HTML document. It describes 
how HTML elements should be displayed. Cascading means that any style 
applied to one element also applies, or cascades, to any elements inside it. 

<nav style="color: red;">
<h1>Heading</h1>
<p>This is a paragraph.</p>
</nav>

In the above example, because <h1> and <p> are inside the <nav> element, 
both <h1> and <p> elements will be red.

Heading

This is a paragraph.



What is CSS?

CSS can be inline, embedded or external.

Inline: Styles are included the body where the element is rendered.

Embedded: Styles are listed in the <head> section with the <style> element.

External: An external CSS file is called in the <head> section using the <link> 
element.



Inline CSS
Inline: Styles are included the body of the HTML document, where the 
element is rendered.

<p style="text-align: center;">The quick, brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.</p>

The quick, brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.



Embedded CSS
Embedded: Styles are listed with the <style> element in <head>. Repeated 
elements on the page will adopt the style named in the <style> element.

<html>
<head>
<style>
p { text-align: center; }
</style>
</head>
<body>
<p>The quick, brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.</p>
...

The quick, brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.



External CSS
External: An external CSS file is called in the <head> section using the <link> 
element. All CSS statements are in the eternal file.

<html>
<head>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="http://whysel.netfirms.com/public-html/Week5-
style.css"></link>
</head>
<body>
<p>The quick, brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.</p>
...

The quick, brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.



CSS Box Model
MARGIN - space between content items

BORDER - border around content items

PADDING - space between content and border

CONTENT - the content block



CSS Box Model
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<style>
div {

background-color: lightgrey;
width: 300px;
border: 15px solid green;
padding: 50px;
margin: 20px;

}
</style>
</head>
<body>

The CSS box model is essentially a box that wraps 
around every HTML element. It consists of: borders, 
padding, margins, and the actual content.

Every HTML element has this box model.



CSS Selectors



CSS Selectors
CSS Selectors tell the browser which elements will have which styles. The 
most common selector is the element selector. Simply type the element 
name you want to apply a style to followed by the styles in curly brackets.

Always remember to end each CSS style statement with a semicolon.

p { font-size: small; text-decoration: none; }

element { style1: value; style2: value; }



More CSS Selectors
Other CSS Selectors let you choose to apply styles to specific elements or 
classes of elements.
Selector Example What it Does 

* * {color: blue; } All elements will have blue font color.

.class .blue {color: blue;}
<p class=“blue”>
<div class=“blue”>

All elements where class=“blue” will be blue.

#id #firstname
<p id=“blue”>

The element that has the id value of blue will be blue. id is 
like class except there can only be one element per I’d per 
page



Combining CSS Selectors
Selector Example What it Does 

element.class p.blue Paragraph elements where class=“blue” will be blue.

element, element h1, nav {color: 
blue;}

All <h1> headings and <nav> elements will be blue.

.class.class .blue.indented 
{color: blue; 
margin-left: 5em;}

All elements where class=“blue indented” will be blue 
and indented five character spaces.

.class .class .blue .azul
{color: blue;}

Any element where either class=“blue” or class=“azul” will 
be blue.



CSS Selectors: Parent/Child Elements
Selector Example What it Does 

element element nav h1 {color: 
blue;}

All <h1> headings inside the <nav> element will be blue.

element > element nav > h1 
{color: blue;}

All <h1> headings that have <nav> as a direct parent will be 
blue. If h1 is inside another element that is inside <nav> it 
won’t be blue.

Blue h1: <nav><h1>Heading</h1></nav>
Not blue: <nav><em><h1>Heading</h1></em></nav>

element + element nav + h2 
{color: blue; 
margin-left: 
5em;}

All <h2> headings that are the first element stated in a <nav> 
will be blue. Other <h1> elements in nav won't be blue.

Blue h2: <nav><h2>Heading</ h2><p>content</p></nav>
Not blue: <nav><h1>Content</h1><H2>Heading</ h2></nav>



More on Selectors
For more information on selectors (there are a lot more) visit W3Schools.com.

https://www.w3schools.com/cssref/css_selectors.asp

https://www.w3schools.com/cssref/css_selectors.asp


CSS DEMO



Using CSS with HTML5 Elements



REFRESHER: HTML5 is the Newest Specification
Simplified Doctype Declaration: <!DOCTYPE html>

Simplified Character Encoding: <meta charset="UTF-8">

New Elements:

New semantic elements like <header>, <footer>, <article>, and <section>.

New attributes of form elements like <number>, <date>, <time>, <calendar>, and <range>.

New graphic elements: <svg> and <canvas>.

New multimedia elements: <audio> and <video>.



HTML 5 Layout <header>

<nav>

<footer>

<article>

<article>

<section>

<aside>



<h1 class="logo alt">WWF</h1>

<nav>
<a href="/html/">Our Work</a> |
<a href="/css/">Species</a> |
<a href="/js/">Places</a> |
<a href="/jquery/">About Us</a>

</nav>

<section>
<h1>WWF</h1>
<p>The World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) is....</p>

</section>

<aside>
<h4>How to Help</h4>
<p>Take Action</p>
<p>Get Email</p>
<p>Fundraise</p>
<p>Shop to Support</p>
<p>Travel with WWF</p>

</aside>

<article>
<h1>What Does WWF Do?</h1>
<p>WWF's mission is to stop the degradation of our planet's
natural environment,
and build a future in which humans live in harmony with
nature.</p>

</article>

<footer>
<p>&copy; 2019 Worldwide Wildlife Federation</p>

</footer>

HEADER

NAV

SECTION

ARTICLE

ASIDE

FOOTER



HEADER

NAV

SECTION

ARTICLE

ASIDE

FOOTER

HTML:
<h1 class="logo alt">WWF</h1>

Header

CSS:
#header .logo {

background:
url(/assets/structure/unique/logo-
c562409….png) no-repeat;

box-shadow: 0 1px 3px rgba(0,0,0,0.08);
height: 120px;
margin: 0;
position: absolute;
width: 100px;
z-index: 3;

}



Our Work | Species | Places | About Us

HEADER

NAV

SECTION

ARTICLE

ASIDE

FOOTER

HTML:
<nav>

<a href="/work/">Our Work</a> |
<a href="/species/">Species</a> |
<a href="/places/">Places</a> |
<a href="/about-us/">About Us</a>

</nav>

Nav

CSS:
#nav .nav-labels {

font-size: 1.2em;
font-family: "Lato", Arial; sans-serif;
}



WWF

Our mission is to conserve nature 
and reduce the most pressing 
threats to the diversity of life on 
Earth.

HEADER

NAV

SECTION

ARTICLE

ASIDE

FOOTER

HTML:
<section>

<h1>WWF</h1>
<p>Our mission is to conserve nature and reduce 

the most pressing threats to the diversity of life 
on Earth.</p>
</section>

Section

CSS:
#section .h1 {

font-size: 1.4em;
font-family: "Merriweather", "Times New 

Roman"; serif;
}

#section .p {
font-family: "Lato", Arial; sans-serif;
}



HEADER

NAV

SECTION

ARTICLE

ASIDE

FOOTER

HTML:
<article>

<h1>What Does WWF Do?</h1>
<p>WWF's mission is to stop the degradation of our 

planet's natural environment, and build a future in 
which humans live in harmony with nature.</p>
</article>

Article

CSS:
#article .h1 {

font-size: 1.4em;
font-family: "Merriweather", "Times New 

Roman"; serif;
}

#article .p {
font-family: "Lato", Arial; Sans-serif;
}

What Does WWF Do?

WWF's mission is to stop the 
degradation of our planet's natural 
environment, and build a future in 
which humans live in harmony with 
nature.



HOW TO HELP

Take Action
Get Email
Fundraise
Shop
E-Card

HEADER

NAV

SECTION

ARTICLE

ASIDE

FOOTER

Aside

CSS:
#aside .h4 {

color: #236c26;
text-transform: uppercase;
font-family: Lato; Arial; Sans-serif;
}

#aside .p {
font-family: Lato, Arial; Sans-serif;
}

HTML:
<aside>

<h4>How to Help</h4>
<p><a href="/take-action/">Take Action</a></p>
<p><a href="/get-email/">Get Email</a></p>
...

</aside>



© 2019 Worldwide Wildlife Federation
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FOOTER

HTML:
<footer>

<p>&copy; 2019 Worldwide Wildlife Federation</p>
</footer>

Footer

CSS:
#footer .p {

font-family: Courier; Sans-serif;
}



Our Work | Species | Places | About Us

WWF

Our mission is to conserve nature 
and reduce the most pressing 
threats to the diversity of life on 
Earth.

HOW TO HELP

Take Action
Get Email
Fundraise
Shop
E-Card

What Does WWF Do?

WWF's mission is to stop the 
degradation of our planet's natural 
environment, and build a future in 
which humans live in harmony with 
nature.

© 2019 Worldwide Wildlife Federation

HEADER

NAV

SECTION

ASIDE
ARTICLE

FOOTER

Some things I didn’t show you:

● Placement of each element
● Background colors or images (other 

than logo)
● I took liberty with some of the links

Putting it All Together



LAB : w3schools.com



CSS Tutorial
Visit http://w3schools.com and look at the CSS page.

Every task has a Try It window you can use to play with the markup and CSS.

CSS Box Model is at: https://www.w3schools.com/css/css_boxmodel.asp

The CSS Box Model Try It window uses embedded styles.

http://w3schools.com
http://w3schools.com
https://www.w3schools.com/css/css_boxmodel.asp


Homework
Homework Assignment
Due: Wednesday, March 9

Create an ‘aside’ section of your resume and use CSS positioning to make it appear 
on the left or right side of your resume page (link in class blog to the page)

Post revised versions of  your wireframes for all major page-types


